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28th ISGF World Conference, Bali, Indonesia 2017
Circular 04A – A letter to potential WCom candidates
19th December 2016.
Dear ISGF members,
I am pleased that you are considering the idea of running for election to the ISGF World
Committee. Here is what it is all about!
Being a member of the ISGF World Committee (WCom) is a serious commitment that involves
hard work, and the giving of your time. On the other hand it gives you the satisfaction of
contributing to a worldwide organisation for adults which is becoming a powerful agent for the
promotion of Scouting & Guiding, the good of the community and the cause of peace and
international understanding.
Meetings
The WCom meets at least once a year and additionally at least twice during the World Conference
(WConf). If you are elected, you will attend your first WCom meeting immediately after the WConf
(the day after the closure of the WConf); therefore, you have to make arrangements to attend it.
This meeting will allot responsibilities and tasks internally, appoint or confirm the Teams, review
the ex-officio members and decide on the date of the next meeting.
At each annual meeting a decision is taken on the date of the subsequent annual meeting. The
WCom meeting reviews the work done in the previous year and sets the course for the coming
year, for the whole WCom as well as for all its Teams, ex-officio members and the Central Branch
co-ordinator.
Ways of work
As the WCom only meets as a rule once a year, most of the work is done and many decisions
have to be taken between the meetings, mainly through e-mail and Skype. In practice, therefore, it
is not possible to work adequately as a member of the WCom unless you are fully familiar with
Information technologies (IT).
As an average – and depending of course on your ability and rapidity of work and on the tasks
allotted to you – you ought to be prepared to spend at least 30 minutes a day on your e-mail
correspondence and 2 hours a day working on your tasks . We stress that this is an average. You
will have to report regularly on the tasks entrusted to you, and to comment on, or at least
acknowledge, the main communications addressed to you.
The ISGF WCom and the World Bureau (WB) carry out most of the tasks and responsibilities, but
some may be delegated to Teams, established for the triennium and entrusted with the
responsibility of a geopolitical Region or of a specific task. Their members can be appointed from
inside as well as outside the WCom. But all Teams are under the leadership of at least one
member of the WCom. The Teams report to the WCom, in writing or at the annual meeting.
Both if you work within a Team or when you carry out a specific task, you will be considered as a
responsible and trustworthy person, capable of executing teamwork as well as individual action.
You should, therefore, possess qualities that will enable you to work within a team, but also by
yourself. You are expected to be loyal to the decisions and policy line taken together, and to abide
by the leadership of the Chair of the WCom and your Team Leader, if you have got one.
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The following tasks are undertaken by the members of the WCom assisted where relevant by the
World Bureau, Central Branch Co-ordinator and Treasurer:
Finances (fundraising, Stamp Bank, projects, shop/ merchandising).
External Relationships (WAGGGS, UNHCR, WOSM, NGOs, Ambassadors Guild).
International Projects Team.
World Conference (follow up of the preparation, guidelines, WCom program).
Development
(Our
kit,
attendance
to
National
Assemblies,
various
meetings/
gatherings/conferences).
Legal matters (revisions of ISGF Constitution, National Constitutions, Memorandum of
Understanding, verification of membership application and any other legal questions arisen)
Annual Report document and update of the Profiles.
Contacts and close cooperation with the Europe Region; Arab Region, Africa Region, Western
Hemisphere Region, AsPac Region.
Communication (website, Facebook plus research of new tools) and Public Relations
(development of PR materials).
Support to World Bureau

Practical arrangements
Travel expenses incurred by members of the WCom to attend meetings of the WCom and of the
WConf are reimbursed by the WB as soon as possible, upon presentation of a form with relevant
documents such as invoices, a copy of the tickets detailing the costs etc. and according to the
following criteria: members are requested to use economy fares or special offers (economy air
fare, 2nd class train, bus/tram if necessary – no taxi), proposed either by the WB or by the WCom
member; the cost of visas is covered only for attending WCom meetings and WConf ; no medical
expenses can be covered; in case of use of one’s own car, travel expenses will be covered within
the limits of the cost of the cheapest transportation as ascertained by the WB. It is each WCom
member’s own responsibility to have an insurance in case of accident, medical expenses etc. and
to cover cancellation of tickets already paid for (unless the cancellation is decided by the ISGF).
We must inform you that the ISGF budget is tight and therefore the WCom and WB must be
attentive to expenditure (ISGF financial statements available via your National
President/International Secretary or upon request to World Bureau.)
WCom members needing a visa to travel to the venue of the meeting must introduce their request
to the WB at least three months in advance of the meeting, so that the WB can send the letter of
invitation to the Embassy or consular services. WCom members are requested to provide the
relevant information for their visa application.
Accommodation both for ordinary WCom meetings and for attending WConf is normally reserved
by the WB and the cost is covered by the ISGF at the floor price only, but ensuring a minimum
comfort. Members should confirm their presence to the WB and inform it of any possible special
requirements. Meals without beverages are covered by the ISGF when attending WCom meetings
(including before or after a WConf) and whenever a WCom member represents the ISGF, provided
that the cost of these meals be of a reasonable level. The WConf fee (including meals) is covered
by the ISGF.
Languages
To apply for your candidature you must speak and write well English and/or French. These are the
official languages of the ISGF, which endeavours to work in both languages. As a result, most of
the time of the WB is taken by translating the messages back and forth. However, in the frame of
the ISGF development, any other language (mostly Spanish, German and Arabic) is an asset.
We have to say, however, that in line with a worldwide trend and because of the vehicular
language used by most of the ISGF Members, most of the work (possibly 85-90%) of the ISGF is
carried out in English. If you are elected, irrespective of your native or vehicular language and
unless you speak English well, you should make an effort during your six-year term of office to
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acquire at least an elementary knowledge of the language. This will speed up work and may
reduce the costs, and moreover will provide a lot of useful nuances for your job.
Now, last but not least
ISGF World Committee is not:
 an honorary position to put on a business card to acquire prestige with friends and other
people.
 a quiet and dignified retirement after a glorious Scout or Guide career.
 a nice spare time activity which you can carry out among many others.
If you are applying for any of these reasons, it would be better for you to drop the idea, the sooner
the better. You would avoid being disappointed, and disappointing other people.
We wish you to consider all the above lines very seriously. As Baden-Powell said once: “Scouting
is not only fun, but it also requires a lot from you”. This is also true for Fellowship members,
especially if you want to be a member of the ISGF World Committee. Deadline for submitting your
application: 09th May 2017.
We wish you success in your bid for the World Committee.
Yours in Fellowship,

Mida Rodrigues
ISGF World Committee
Chairman
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